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THE j-LINK PROPERTY IN MOORE SPACES 

Howard Cook and Laurie Gibson 

If X is a topological space, G is a collection of point 

sets covering X, and 0 is a point set, we denote by stl(O,G) 

st(O,G) the union of all of the point sets of G which intersect 

0: if x is a point, st(x,G) = st({x},G): and, if n is a positive 

integer, stn+l(O,G) = stn(st(O,G) ,G). If j is a positive in

teger, we say that a family j(of open covers of X has the j-link 

property provided that, for each two points p and q of X, there 

is an H E JC such that q ~ st. (p,H). And we say that the space
J 

X has the j-link property if there is a countable family X of 

open covers of X having the j-link property. We note that (1) 

a space has the I-link property if, and only if, it has a G 
o 

diagonal [2]: (2) a space with the 2-link property has a G~

diagonal [5]: (3) a space with the 3-link property has a regular 

Go-diagonal [10]: (4) every Moore space having the j-link pro

perty has a development having the j-link property: and (5) if 

a Moore space has the j-link property for every positive inte

ger j, then it has a development having the j-link property for 

every j. F. G. Slaughter, Jr. has pointed out that every sub

metrizable space has the j-link property for every j. G. M. 

Reed has shown [8] that there is a metacompact, continuously 

semimetrizable (and, therefore, Moore) space having the 3-link 

property but not the 4-link property. Such a space may have any 

uncountable cardinality but no such space is separable. 

In this paper we construct, for each j >1, a Moore space 

having the j-link property but not the (j+l)-link property. 

Such spaces may be separable and locally connected, separable 

and locally compact, or metacompact and continuously semimetriza

ble. But no such space can be both separable and con1:inuously 
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semimetrizable, for such spaces are submetrizable [3]; and if 

j >2, no such space is both locally connected and locally corn-

pact, for such spaces are metrizable [4]. Of course all such 

spaces must be uncountable and all of our spaces have cardin

ality c. In the absence of the continuum hypothesis we may 

reasonably ask the following two questions. 

Question 1. Is there a separable Moore space of cardin

ality less than c which has the 3-link property but fails to
 

have the j-link property for some j?
 

Question 2. Is there a Moore space of cardinality less than 

c which has the 4-link property but fails to have the j-link 

property for some j? 

All of the spaces constructed here are variations of a
 

construction due to F. B. Jo~es [6].
 

The Spaces D j, C j, and V j 

Let j >1 be an integer. In E3 let P ,P2 , ••• ,P be dis-l j 

tinct open half planes such that, if 1 ~ i ~ j, Pi \p i is the x

axis. Let the x-axis be the union of j mutually exclusive point 

sets Al ,A2 ,···,Aj such that, if l.2.i.2.j, every uncountable 

closed subset of the x-axis intersects Ai [7, p. 514]. Let 

D. = v. = [ U...P.] U [ U 2 ..A.] U [AI x {a, I}] . 
] ] l~l~J 1 2.1~J 1 

If 22. i 2. j , E: > 0, and a let R (a) denote the pointE Ai' E:
 
set comprising (1) the bounded component where J is
of Pi-I'J,
 

the circle containing a of radius E lying in P U {a}; (2)
i - l 

the bounded component of Pi\C, where C is the circle containing 

a of radius E: and lying in Pi U {a}; and (3) {a}. If a E Al 

and E: > 0, let RE:«a,O)) denote the point set comprising {(a,O)} 

and the bounded component of the complement in PI U {a} of the 

circle containing a of radius E lying in PI U {a}; and let 

R «a,l)) denote the point set comprising {(a,l)} and the
E 
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bounded component of the complement in P U {a} of the circlej 

containing a of radius E: lying in P. U{a}. If x E U ..P.,
J l < 1.< J 1

let Rc- (x) be the intersection of U 1 ..P. and some open subset 
c. .2.1..2. J 1. 0
 

3
of E of diameter less than E: which does not intersect the 

x-axis. Let {R (x) IXED. ,E: > O} be the basis for our topology
E: J 

on D.. Then if, for each n, G = {R (x) IxED.; °< E: <.!.} the
J n E: J n 

sequence G ,G2 ,··· is a development for the Moore space Djl 

having the j-link property; D. is separable and locally con
J 

nected. 

If 2.2.i.2.j, E: > 0, and a E Ai' let NE:(a) be the SE~t com

prising a together with all points of P i - U Pi at a distancel 

less than E: from a which lie on a line containing a and forming 

a 45° angle with the x-axis. If a E AI' and E: > 0, lei: N «a,O))
s 

be the set comprising (a,O) together with all points of PI at a 

distance less than E: from a and on a line containing a and 

forming a 45° angle with the x-axis. If x E U .. P. and 0E: > 0,
l .2.1..2. J J. 

let Nc- (x) {x}. Let {N (x) Ix E V. ,E: > O} be a basis for our 
c. E: J 

topology on V .• Then if, for each n, G = {N (x) I x E ~,O < E: < .!.} 
J n E: n 

the sequence Gl ,G2 ,··· is a development for the metacompact 

Moore space V. having the j-link property. It is easy to show 
J 

that V. is continuously semimetrizable. 
J 

We shall now describe the subspace C of D for j > 1. Letj j 

K ,K
2

, • •• be a se.quence such that (1) K is an interva.l of thel l 

x-axis of length 1, and (2) for each positive integer n, K +n l 

is a collection of 2n intervals of length 1/3n such that each 

interval of K + is a subset of some interval of K and contains n l n 

an end point of that interval of K . Let K Un>oX and let n n
 

e = nn>oK~ . 1 For each interval k E K and each i, 1 ~~ i .2. j ,
 

let Pik be the point of Pi on the perpendicular bisector in Pi 

of k at a distance from the x-axis equal to the length of k. 

lIf K is a set collection, then K* denotes the union of the 
members of K. 
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Let C. = {P1'k1k E K,l<i<j} U [e n (U ..A.)] U [e n A.]
J - - 2212J 1 1
 

x {O,l}. Then C. is a separable and locally compact subspace
I 

J
 

of D. and has the j-link property.

J 

Theorem. If nor V. has the (j+l)-link
J 

property. 

Proof. Suppose that X is a countable family of open covers 

of C. having the (j+l)-link property. Then there exist an ele-
J 

ment H of X, a positive number El' and an uncountable subset 

Xl of Al n e such that, if a E Xl' then REI ((a,O)) is a subset 

of some element of H, R ((a,l)) is a subset of some element of
El 

H, and (a,l) ~ stj+l((a,O) ,H). There exist finite sequences 

x2 ,X 3 , ••• 'X j and E2,E 3 ,·· ·,Ej such that, if 2 < i < j, 0 < Ei < Ei+l: 

Xi c [Xi - l n Ai] and is uncountable (where, if X = Cj ' X denotes 

the closure in E
3 

of X)i and, if a E Xl then RE . (a) is a subset 
1 

of some element of H. Let x
l 

,x2 ,···,x be a finite sequence ofj 

points of X. such that, for each i, 1 < i < j, x. E X. and the
J - - 1 1 

3
distance in E from xi to xl is less than £j/6. Then 

C ' n REJ.((Xl,O)) n R (x 2 ) t- ~'i C. nRc ((xl,l)) n R (x.) t~:
J Ej J ~j Ej J 

and if 3 < i < j, C. RE (x. 1) n RE (x.) t ~. Then 
- - J j 1- j 1 

(xl,l) E stj+l((xl,O) ,H), a contradiction. Thus Cj does not 

have the (j+l)-link property and, hence, neither does Dj . 

That V does not have the (j+l)-link property follows fromj 

an entirely similar argument using NE(X) instead of RE(X) in 

every possible instance. 

Two More Examples 

A space X is said to be submetrizable if there is a con

tinuous 1-1 mapping of X onto a metric space. Clearly, if p 

and q are two points of a submetrizable space X then there is a 

continuous real-valued function f on X such that f(p) t f(q). 

We construct here a Moore space having the j-link property for 

every j which is not submetrizable and which has a submetrizable 
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subspace which is not completely regular. 

Let Z denote the set of all integers. 

For each i E Z, let P~ be an open half plane in E3 each 
1 

point of which has positive third coordinate such that (1) Pi 

s eparates P. 1 from P. +1 in {( x , y , z) E E
3 Iz >°}; (2 ) Ii". \ P. is 

1- 1 1 1 

the x-axis; (3) P. ~ P. if i ~ j. Let w be a point of the 
1 J 

x-axis and let the x-axis minus {w} be the sum of countably many 

mutually exclusive point sets ••• "A_ ,A_ .A ,AI ,A
2

, ••• such that,2 l O

for each i E Z, every uncountable closed subset of the x-axis 

intersects Ai' [7, p. 514]. Let X = {w} x {O,l} U UiEZ[P i U Ai]. 

If i E Z, P E Pi and n is a positive integer, let Rn(p) = D n Pi 

3where D is the lin neighborhood of p in E . If i E Z, x E A. 
1 

and n is a positive integer, let Rn(x) be the set comprising 

(1) the bounded component of P. l\J, where J is the circle con
1

taining x of radius lin and lying in P i - U {x}; (2) the boundedl 

component of Pi\C, where C is the circle containing x of radius 

lin and lying in Pi U {x}; and (3) {x}. If n is a positive 

3integer and D is the lin neighborhood of w in E , then 

Rn«w,O)) {(w,O)} U [D n Ui<-n(P i U Ai-I)] and 

Rn«w,l)) {(w,l)} U [D n Ui>n(P i U Ai +l )]. If, for each 

n, G = {Rn(p) Ip E X,i~n}, then Gl ,G2 ,G 3 ,··· is a developmentn 

for the space X with basis G and has the j-link property forl 

every j. However, by an argument similar to Jones' that his 

space Aoo in [6] is not completely regular at p, we can show 

that X is not completely regular at (w,O) nor at (w,l) and, 

indeed, there is no continuous real-valued function on S such 

that f«w,O)) ~ f«w,l)). Thus, X is not submetrizable. It 

would be possible, using a construction similar to that of 

Younglove [9], to construct a space Y, using X as the first 

stage of the construction, having the j-link property for every 

j, which is a separable, locally connected and complete Moore 

space on which every continuous real-valued function is constant. 
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The space X\{(w,O)} is a submetrizable Moore space which 

is not completely regular at (w,l). 

A space S is said to be regularly submetrizab1e provided 

that	 there exists a continuous 1-1 mapping of S onto a metric 

space	 M such that, for each pES and open set 0 of S contain

ing p, there is an open set D of S containing p such that, the 

closure in M of f(D) is a subset of f(O), [1]. 

Question 3. Is every regularly submetrizable Moore space 

completely regular? 
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